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SAFE LINK SSB®— The best selling and
most advanced belay system worldwide
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FALLSTOP® ADVENTURE
SAFE LINK SSB®
The smartest and most advanced belay system for
aerial adventure parks and high ropes courses!
Conventional belay systems in ropes courses and arial adventure parks allow climbers to voluntarily or involuntarily
completely detach themselves from the safety line.
The SAFE LINK SSB® ensures that the climber is never detached
from the safety line! Once attached, the interconnected
carabiners can only be opened one at a time.

TWEEZLE®
The TWEEZLE® system used with the SSB,
allows interconnecting carabineers to
lock and unlock from one attachment
point to the next, guiding the participant
to designated points. The TWEEZLE®
principle is the most advanced self-belay
system in the world.
TWEEZLES® come in different colors
which can be used to mark emergency
exits or different course levels.
Children TWEEZLE®
The children TWEEZLE® does not allow
children to access adult courses, if so
desired.

SAFE LINK SSB® ist available
in 70 cm / 80 cm lengths

SAFE LINK SSB® — unique safety,
optimum performance, and as smart as
they come!

TWEEZLES® are available in red, yellow, blue,
black and green. The children TWEEZLE® is
available in the color purple.
For fall arresting devices, Swings etc. we do have
more different TWEEZLE®-solutions. Our consultants will happily support you during course
construction or for the modification of your
course.
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The only intelligent self-belay system in
the world, the SAFE LINK SSB®, uses a
“key & lock” system to only allow a participant to attach at a predesignated
attachment point where a TWEEZLE®,
the key, has been mounted. Apart from
the safety advantages of having the
participant always attached, with the use
of the TWEEZLE®, the SSB does not allow
clients to attach onto anything that is
not designated as an attachment point.
The TWEEZLE® allows the course operator
to direct the client exactly where they
want the client to go and the TWEEZLE®
can be used to allow the operator to
discharge the client at designated spots.
By installing the TWEEZLES® on existing
belay cables, the course can be retrofitted for SSB use with very little modifications of the course.
New to the market this year, is an SSB
and TWEEZLE® system exclusively made
for children. This allows operators to
limit children to their own designated
courses but be accompanied by an adult,
who can use the smaller TWEEZLE®, but
not vice-versa.

